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SUMMER 2015

CWRUPDATE
Last year I visited Los Limones, a very 
remote community in the mountains of 
Honduras. We heard the desperate pleas 
for help to provide access to water. A 
village elder, “We have slaughtered a lot of 
chickens to serve people who come here 
to hear our story, but nothing has come of 
it.” Time after time they were told that their 
village is too remote and therefore it was 
too costly to provide access to water.

This April, I returned to Los Limones 
to celebrate the completion of their water 
system. Although most of the funding 
came through CWR and our partner Water 
1st, all of the labor was carried out by the 
community themselves. Every household 
now has a sink with clean running water 
and a latrine.

During the ceremony a woman got 
up on the stage. She tossed her clay 
water jug proclaiming, “I never have to 
carry water again!” I now have a piece of 
that broken jug in my office to remind me 
of this special occasion when the whole 
community gathered to give thanks to God 
for the precious gift of water.

Breaking the Water Jug Together

The devastation after the earthquake in Nepal is hard 
to fathom and the monsoon season is looming and 
threatening more loss and destruction. Your gifts to Nepal 
relief are providing life-saving assistance including temporary shelter, water 
and sanitation, food, and medical care. CWR will be working in India and Nepal 
following this disaster for months and possibly for years to come. Continue to 
give for Nepal earthquake relief and recovery online or by mailing a gift to CWR.

Give now at CovChurch.org/cwr

Relief and Recovery Continues...
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1 in 10
people in the world  

do not have access to  
clean water right now.

1.8 
BILLION 

people use drinking water  
sources contaminated  

by human waste.

840,000 
people die from diarrhea 
 every year as a result of 
unsafe drinking water.  

Over a third are children.

In less than  
10  

YEARS
almost half of the world’s  
population will be living in  

water-stressed areas.

 Learn more at CovChurch.org/projectblue

Fast Facts: Water
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